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Introduction. Several studies have shown that dean's letters summarizing students' medical school performance are important to residency program directors when selecting house officers (1,2). However, data do not exist to clarify which aspects of these dean's letters are most important in the selection process for residents in anesthesiology. This study sought to answer the following questions: What characteristics should be described in the dean's letters? What attributes, when present, most influence selection into the program? Does the quality of the dean's letter itself influence an applicant's chances for entry into a residency program?

Method. As part of the departmental application process for an anesthesiology residency, students submitted dean's letters of recommendation regarding personal attributes and medical school accomplishments. Contents of these letters were analyzed by an experienced anesthesiologist-educator using a scale similar to a visual analog scale but containing descriptions of behaviors representative of scale positions (reduction is Figure 1). Scales were used for evaluation of verbal skills, interpersonal skills, motivation/diligence, and clinical judgment. In addition, the quality of the dean's letter itself was rated on a visual-analog-type scale, with the poles of the scale identified as "useless" to "fantastic." Scales were scored by measuring the length of the distance from the lowest (unfavorable) end of the scale, with results recorded in millimeters. To establish reliability, these data were also coded by a trained, blinded non-physician familiar with the program and selection process. The anesthesiologist-educator's assessments of data from dean's letters were then related to subsequent National Resident Matching Program (NRMP) ranking of the applicants, with rankings of 1-20 being categorized as "high ranked," 20-37 as "low ranked," and the remaining 14 candidates being categorized as "unranked." Appropriate statistical tests were then conducted to determine which attributes were significantly related to ranking by the faculty in the program.

Results. Statistically significant differences were found among these three groups on each of the four analog-type scales of personal characteristics described by dean's letters (p <.0001). On all four variables, high ranked applicants received the highest scores and unranked applicants received the lowest scores. For each characteristic, group means differed by at least 32 mm. and at least one-half of a standard deviation. Significant differences were also found between these three groups on quality of dean's letters (p = .006). High ranked applicants had a mean on this variable of 177, low ranked applicants had a mean of 110, and unranked applicants had a mean of 101.

Discussion. Evaluations in dean's letters of verbal skills, interpersonal skills, motivation/diligence and clinical judgment are all significantly and substantially related to applicant's NRMP ranking. Medical students interested in anesthesiology programs should insist that their letters of recommendation comment on these characteristics. Furthermore, applicants with high quality dean's letters are more likely to be highly ranked, giving them an advantage in the selection process.
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